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There are several views about the organization of memory functions in the human prefrontal cortex. One
view assumes a process-specific brain lateralization according to different memory subprocesses, that is,
encoding and retrieval. An alternative view emphasizes content-specific lateralization of brain systems
involved in memory processes. This study addresses this apparent inconsistency between process- and
content-specific lateralization of brain activity by investigating the effects of verbal and nonverbal encoding on
prefrontal activations during encoding and retrieval of environmental novel sounds using fMRI. An intentional
memory task was applied in which subjects were required either to judge the sounds’ loudness (nonverbal
encoding task) or to indicate whether or not a sound can be verbally described (verbal encoding task).
Retrieval processes were examined in a subsequent yes/no recognition test. In the study phase the right
posterior dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) was activated in both tasks. During verbal encoding additional
activation of the left dorsolateral PFC was obtained. Retrieval-related fMRI activity varied as a function of
encoding task: For the nonverbal task we detected an activation focus in the right posterior dorsolateral PFC
whereas an activation in the left dorsolateral PFC was observed for the verbal task. These findings indicate
that the right dorsolateral PFC is engaged in encoding of auditory information irrespective of encoding task.
The lateralization of PFC activity during retrieval was shown to depend on the availability of verbal codes,
with left hemispheric involvement for verbally and right hemispheric activation for nonverbally coded
information.

Human electrophysiological, neuropsychological, and func-
tional imaging studies have highlighted the importance of
frontal brain regions in memory (Pigott and Milner 1993;
Tulving et al. 1994; Wilding and Rugg 1996). However, the
functional significance of these regions for mnemonic pro-
cesses is a matter of an ongoing debate (Kelley 1998a; Ny-
berg et al. 1998). The activation patterns reported in the
literature seem to support both process- and material-spe-
cific involvement of frontal cortex in episodic memory.

A process-specific lateralization of frontal brain regions
has been suggested by Tulving and colleagues (Nyberg et al.
1996; Tulving et al. 1994). They proposed a hemispheric
encoding/retrieval asymmetry (HERA) model, claiming that
left frontal lobes are more involved in episodic memory
encoding whereas right frontal lobes are recruited by re-
trieval from episodic memory. Those neuroimaging studies
observing results consistent with HERA mostly investigated
either encoding or retrieval of verbal stimuli (words).

A material-specific lateralization of brain systems in
memory processes was proposed initially on the basis of
neuropsychological studies (Milner and Taylor 1972; Gazza-
niga and Smylie 1983). This view was confirmed by recent

neuroimaging studies investigating memory encoding
(Brewer et al. 1998; Kelley et al. 1998b; Wagner et al.
1998b,c). Two of these studies (Brewer et al. 1998; Wagner
et al. 1998c) used a similar paradigm sorting items in the
study phase based on whether they were subsequently re-
membered or not. The two studies, however, differed in the
stimulus material examined. Using verbal materials (words),
Wagner and colleagues (1998c) obtained left frontal activa-
tion during successful memory encoding, whereas Brewer
et al. (1998) used nonverbal materials (visual scenes) and
found encoding-specific activation in the right frontal cor-
tex. A similar right lateralized brain activity was reported in
a recent functional imaging study examining the encoding
of nonfigurative pictures (Klingenberg and Roland 1998).

Material-specific lateralization was also demonstrated
when directly comparing the encoding of verbal materials
with the encoding of nonverbal materials in the same sub-
jects (Kelley et al. 1998b; Wagner et al. 1998b; McDermott
et al. 1999). This finding was explained by differences in the
amount of verbal processing encouraged by the different
materials. That is, words tend to elicit verbal processing and
thereby left-lateralized brain activity whereas faces or tex-
tures elicit nonverbal processing associated with right-later-
alized prefrontal activation.

Despite converging evidence for material-specific lat-
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eralization, other studies observed bilateral or even left-lat-
eralized brain activity during encoding of nonverbal mate-
rial such as unfamiliar faces (Haxby et al. 1995, 1996) or
visual objects (Kelley et al. 1998b; A. Mecklinger, V. Bosch,
C. Grünewald, S. Bentin, and D.V. von Cramon, in prep.).
One possible explanation is that differences in the complex-
ity of the verbal and nonverbal material cause differential
involvement of frontal cortex during memory encoding. Al-
ternatively, the contributions of specific prefrontal regions
to memory encoding might depend on different aspects of
verbal materials, such as phonological, lexical, or semantic
aspects (see also Wagner et al. 1998c for a similar argu-
ment). There is recent evidence that semantic aspects in-
deed play an important role in processing nonverbal mate-
rial (Mecklinger et al. 1997; W.M. Kelley, R.L. Buckner, F.M.
Miezin, N.J. Cohen, M.E. Raichle, and S.E. Petersen, un-
publ.). W.M. Kelly, R.L. Buckner, F.M. Miezin, N.J. Cohen,
M.E. Raichle, and S.E. Peterson (unpubl.) showed that the
left prefrontal cortex is activated during the encoding of
famous faces, for which names are easily accessible. Thus,
prefrontal engagement in episodic memory might be deter-
mined by the availability of lexical-semantic codes for verbal
and nonverbal materials (content-specific lateralization)
rather than by the distinction between verbal and nonverbal
material per se (material-specific lateralization).

This study tests the hypothesis of a content-specific
lateralization of prefrontal regions versus the process-spe-
cific view by using a two-by-two factorial design varying the
content of the material (verbal, nonverbal) and the process
required (encoding, retrieval). In contrast to previous visual
studies (Kelley et al. 1998b; Wagner et al. 1998b; McDer-
mott et al. 1999), we manipulated the stimulus content, that
is, the availability of verbal codes, within the same class of
nonverbal stimuli, namely environmental novel sounds.
This allows us to extend the above-mentioned findings from
visual studies to the auditory stimulus domain, providing a
basis for a possible generalization across input domains. In
a prior study (Mecklinger et al. 1997) we examined event-
related brain potentials (ERPs) evoked by environmental
sounds that differ in the availability of a semantic concept
(identifiable and nonidentifiable sounds) in auditory classi-
fication tasks. This study revealed that identifiable in con-
trast to nonidentifiable sounds showed a N400 compo-
nent—a component usually found in correlation with lexi-
cal-semantic integration processes (Kutas and Hillyard
1983). It was suggested that this N400 to sounds reflects the
access of semantic content expressed by identifiable
sounds. In this study we used the same kind of stimuli, that
is, environmental sounds, in an explicit memory task under
different task instructions. Task instructions focusing on ei-
ther nonverbal or verbal features of the stimuli were em-
ployed to control for the nature of codes subjects invoke for
memorizing these sounds. Because verbal as well as non-
verbal codes are available for identifiable sounds, explicit

task instructions would emphasize the use of either of the
two codes.

The content-specific view, which holds that the later-
alization of prefrontal memory functions is dependent on
the availability of verbal codes, would predict primarily left
prefrontal activity for the verbal task and right prefrontal
activity for the nonverbal task. Furthermore, the left hemi-
spheric brain activity should be modulated by the intrinsic
verbal/nonverbal features of sounds, that is, a greater left
prefrontal activity for identifiable as compared to noniden-
tifiable sounds.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results
Subjects correctly recognized 67.5% of the old items across
conditions. Mean probability of a hit minus probability of a
false alarm (Pr) was 0.14. This value was significantly dif-
ferent from zero (P < 0.05) for each of the four conditions
(Table 1), suggesting that recognition performance was
above chance in both tasks and for both enviromental
sound (hereafter referred to as novel) types. A possible ac-
count for this low recognition level might be changes in
accuracy during the relative long recognition period. This
hypothesis was tested in a post hoc analysis by contrasting
performance during the first and the second half of the
recognition period for both novel types. Neither the main
effects of task and period of analysis nor their interaction
were significant (all P values > 0.6).

Although identifiable novels (Pr 0.146 and 0.166) were
slightly better recognized than nonidentifiable novels (Pr
0.113 and 0.109) in both encoding conditions (Table 1), this
difference in recognition performance did not reach signifi-
cance. Neither the main effects encoding task (F1,16 < 1)
and novel type (F1,16 = 3.06; P < 0.1) nor the interaction
between the two factors (F1,16 < 1) were significant in an
ANOVA contrasting the Pr values for the two novel types in
both tasks.

Imaging Results

Encoding Phase
A number of brain areas showed blood-oxygen level depen-
dent (BOLD) signal increases (activation) in the encoding

Table 1. Discrimination Index Pr and S.E.M.s for Identifiable
and Nonidentifiable Novel Sounds for Two Encoding Tasks

Identifiable novels Nonidentifiable novels

Verbal
task

Nonverbal
task

Verbal
task

Nonverbal
task

Mean 0.146 0.166 0.113 0.109
S.E.M. 0.049 0.060 0.030 0.028
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and recognition phases, regardless of novel type and encod-
ing task. These areas included the posterior part of the left
inferior frontal sulcus near Brodmann area (BA) 44/9 with
homologous activation in the right hemisphere. Similar ar-
eas were found previously to be active during the encoding
of words (Buckner et al. 1998a; Kelley et al. 1998b) and
visual objects (Kelley et al. 1998b) and were labeled as
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). In the following we
will refer to this activation of BA 44/9 as DLPFC activation.
Further, the bilateral anterior insular cortex near the frontal
operculum, as well as associated thalamic structures (Table
2), was consistently activated. These activations were simi-
lar to activations previously observed in episodic memory
tasks (Buckner et al. 1998b).

To investigate the activation in these regions for each
of the conditions, the BOLD response of these regions was
first compared across the verbal and nonverbal encoding
tasks. Figures 1 and 2 show significant dorsal frontal activa-
tion for both stimuli in each of the encoding tasks. In the
nonverbal task (Fig. 1) significant brain activation was ob-
served in the right posterior DLPFC. In the verbal task (Fig.
2) an additional activation of the left DLPFC was obtained.
These activations of the left and right posterior DLPFC ex-
hibited significant differences as a function of encoding task
and novel type.

The mean activation values of spherical regions defined
around the peak activations (Fig. 3) entered an ANOVA with
the between subject factor encoding task (nonverbal/ver-
bal) and the within-subject factors novel type (identifiable/
nonidentifiable) and hemisphere (left/right). This analysis
revealed a significant main effect of novel type (F1,16 = 9.91,
P < 0.01), with greater activation for identifiable than for
nonidentifiable novels.

Additionally, a significant encoding task by hemisphere
interaction (F1,16 = 5.21, P < 0.05) indicated that the non-
verbal task produced greater right than left dorsolateral pre-
frontal activation, whereas a more bilateral activation was
found in the verbal task. Post hoc tests performed sepa-
rately for each of the encoding tasks confirmed the finding

of a lateralized brain activity in the nonverbal task (main
effect hemisphere, F1,8 = 4.67, P < 0.06), but not in the ver-
bal task (F1,8 = 2.38, P < 0.3). This dissimilar lateralization
was due to differences in left hemispheric prefrontal acti-
vation, with greater involvement of this brain structure in
the verbal task as compared to the nonverbal task (main
effect of encoding task within the left hemisphere
F1,16 = 5.21, P < 0.05). Conversely, the right DLPFC was
not differentially activated by the two encoding tasks
(F1,16 < 1). A marginally significant triple interaction be-
tween encoding task, novel type, and hemisphere
(F1,16 = 4.26; P < 0.06) suggests that in the nonverbal task
identifiable novels exhibited greater left dorsofrontal brain
activity than nonidentifiable novels, whereas in the verbal
task no left hemispheric difference as a function of novel
type was obtained.

In summary, encoding of novel sounds was associated
with an increased BOLD response in the right DLPFC irre-
spective of novel type and encoding task. Conversely, in the
left DLPFC encoding-related brain activity was higher for
identifiable than for nonidentifiable novels. This pattern of
activity was modulated by the task factor: In the nonverbal
task identifiable novels exhibited greater activity in the left
prefrontal cortex (PFC) than did nonidentifiable novels.

Other notable regions exhibiting significant BOLD re-
sponses during the encoding of novel sounds included the
anterior insula/frontal operculum, the superior temporal
plane, and the thalamus. Table 3 summarizes these activa-
tions, all of them located bilaterally for identifiable and non-
identifiable novels in both encoding tasks. The same
ANOVA as for the DLPFC was applied to these regions.
There were no significant differences of brain activity
across hemispheres as well as no significant effects of en-
coding task or novel type (all F values < 1). Although these
findings indicate that various cortical and subcortical brain
structures support the processing of novel sounds, their
activation might not be related to the encoding of these
sounds into memory. It is possible that these brain activa-
tions represent memory unspecific processes associated

Table 2. Identification of BOLD Signal Increases in Encoding and Recognition of Novel Sounds

Location

Encoding (coordinates) Recognition (Coordinates)

X Y Z z-value X Y Z z-value

Left posterior DLPFC −46 8 29 4.48 −46 6 33 3.31
Right posterior DLPFC 45 8 25 3.99 45 9 30 3.87
Left anterior insula −37 21 13 5.40 −33 19 7 3.43
Right anterior insula 38 24 12 6.11 30 19 7 3.01
Left sup. temporal plane −51 −26 15 6.75 —
Right sup. temporal plane 51 −24 13 5.58 —
Left thalamus −12 −18 12 6.54 −14 −19 11 4.40
Right thalamus 6 −15 12 6.79 6 −16 12 4.20

Coordinates are listed in Talairach and Tournoux (1988).
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with the verbal and nonverbal judgments to be made (Buck-
ner et al. 1996b).

To examine which of the aforementioned activation
pattern contributed to subsequent memory performance a
second analysis was performed. This analysis was based on
a Kendall’s rank-order correlation between the encoding-
related brain activity to the novel sounds and subsequent
recognition performance. This subsequent memory effect
was rather specific to the PFC: Whereas the activity of
the left and right DLPFC was predictive with respect to
whether sounds would be remembered or forgotten (Table
4), other regions active during novel processing failed to
demonstrate a systematic relationship between brain activ-
ity during encoding and subsequent memory performance.

In the verbal task left posterior DLPFC activation was
significantly correlated with the recognition performance
for identifiable novel sounds (r = 0.59). Conversely, in the
nonverbal task a marginally significant correlation between
right dorsolateral prefrontal brain activity during encoding
and recognition performance for identifiable novels was ob-
tained (r = 0.50). In addition, in the nonverbal task the
activity of the left DLPFC seemed to be negatively corre-

lated with memory performance for nonidentifiable novels
(r = −0.54).

Recognition Phase
In the recognition phase correctly remembered sounds
compared to pure tones activated several brain regions that
overlapped considerably with those found to be activated in
the encoding phase (Table 2). These regions included lat-
eralized DLPFC and the anterior insula and the thalamus
bilaterally.

An ANOVA examining the effects of encoding task,
novel type, and hemisphere separately for each of these
regions revealed significant effects for the DLPFC only (Figs.
4 and 5). For this region a hemisphere × encoding task in-
teraction was observed (F1,16 = 8.5, P < 0.01). Post hoc
tests performed on the mean z-scores (Fig. 6) separately for
each of the two encoding tasks revealed left lateralized
brain activity in the verbal task (main effect hemisphere,
F1,8= 11.2, P < 0.01). Moreover, in the left hemisphere
greater activity was obtained in the verbal task as compared
to the nonverbal task (F1,8 = 5.75, P < 0.05). In this latter
task we observed for both novel types a significant activa-

Figure 1 Encoding phase nonverbal task. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation for identifiable (top, d) and nonidentifiable (bottom, s)
novel sounds. The coronal sections show significant activations averaged across subjects. Functional images were superimposed on an
individual brain in Talairach space. The images were thresholded at z = 3.09 (P < 0.001, one tailed). Contour lines illustrate regions of equal
z-scores and are plotted in increments of 0.5z. Peak activations were located in right (40, 10, 30 and 42, 12, 26) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
for identifiable and nonidentifiable novels, respectively. The left and right panels present the time course plots of peak activation for both
novel types for the left and right hemispheres, respectively.
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tion in the right DLPFC but not in the left DLPFC. Despite
this, there was no main effect of hemisphere (F1,8 = 1.3,
P < 0.2) in an ANOVA performed on the mean z-scores.

In contrast to the prediction of a stronger right hemi-
spheric involvement in episodic retrieval based on HERA
the present data suggest less activity during recognition as
compared to encoding. To test this specific hypothesis a
three-way ANOVA additionally including a factor process
(encoding, retrieval) was performed on the z-scores of a
right dorsolateral prefrontal region identified in the data
collapsed across encoding and retrieval scans. A main effect
of process (F1,16= 5.64, P < 0.05) indicated greater involve-
ment of the right DLPFC during encoding than during rec-
ognition.

As during encoding no significant influences of the en-
coding task or novel type on insular and thalamic brain
activity during recognition were observed, thereby confirm-
ing the view of a memory unspecific contribution of these
brain regions (Table 5).

DISCUSSION
In this study we used two encoding tasks emphasizing ei-
ther the processing of verbal or the processing of physical

aspects of novel sounds to assess content-specific hemi-
spheric specialization of the PFC in the encoding and rec-
ognition phases of an intentional memory task. The PFC
exhibited a similar activation pattern during encoding and
recognition with left-lateralized brain activity in a verbal
encoding task and a right-lateralized activation in a nonver-
bal encoding task. Furthermore, these brain activations
were modulated by the identifiably of the novel sounds.

Activation in the Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex
Equivalent right hemispheric activation in the posterior
DLPFC was observed during encoding for identifiable and
nonidentifiable novel sounds in the two tasks. This activity
might reflect nonverbal stimulus encoding based on the
physical features of a particular stimulus. Consistent with
this result, several neuroimaging studies report right dorsal
frontal activations during tasks that encourage encoding of
nonverbal material in the visual domain, such as pictures of
faces and scenes (Brewer et al. 1998; Kelley et al. 1998b;
Klingenberg and Roland 1998) or in the auditory domain
(Zatorre et al. 1994). Furthermore, an additional left dorso-
lateral prefrontal activation was observed for both novel
types during verbal encoding, possibly reflecting the at-

Figure 2 Encoding phase verbal task. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation for identifiable (top, d) and nonidentifiable (bottom, s) novel
sounds. Peak activations were located in left (−46, 14, 27) and right (43, 14, 23) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex for identifiable novels.
Nonidentifiable novels activated the left (−50, 6, 20) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the right (42, 12, 26) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
(For details, see Fig. 1.)
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tempt of accessing verbal codes for these sounds. Left pre-
frontal activation evoked by encoding of verbal materials
has been consistently described in numerous memory stud-
ies across a variety of tasks (Tulving et al. 1994; Dolan and
Fletcher 1997; Wagner et al. 1998c). Further evidence for
the view that verbal codes are efficiently used for memo-
rizing novel sounds comes from the observation of a posi-
tive correlation of left hemispheric brain activity with
memory performance within the verbal encoding task. The
view that verbal codes, in addition to nonverbal codes were
used during encoding is also supported in particular by the
finding of additional left dorsolateral brain activity evoked
by identifiable but not by nonidentifiable novel sounds in
the nonverbal encoding task. Such availability of dual codes
might force bilateral prefrontal processing, as revealed by
the present and previous data (Kelley et al. 1998b). Thus,
the processing of physical features (nonverbal encoding), as
reflected in right posterior dorsolateral prefrontal brain ac-
tivity, seems to be a prerequisite for sound encoding. The
availability of verbal codes, reflected in left hemispheric
brain activation, might be modulated by both intrinsic
stimulus properties (identifiable vs. nonidentifiable sounds)
and/or the instructions to verbally or nonverbally encode
the stimulus material.

The similarity of the activation pattern during encoding
and recognition observed in this study, seems to be incon-
sistent with the HERA model (Nyberg et al. 1996). This

model, in its current form, suggests a preferential involve-
ment of left frontal regions in memory encoding and of right
frontal areas in episodic memory retrieval, irrespective of
the type of information to be processed. Given that the
HERA model was originally based on a review of imaging
studies that mainly examined encoding of verbal materials
(Tulving et al. 1994), the encoding aspect of the HERA
model may hold for verbally coded but not for nonverbally
coded information. The encoding of the latter information
type rather appears to recruit the right posterior DLPFC.

The recognition of novel sounds in the verbal condi-
tion was associated with a left-lateralized activation of the
posterior DLPFC. This is in agreement with recent neuro-
imaging studies that report similar activation for correctly
recognized verbal stimuli (Buckner et al. 1998a,b; Henson
et al. 1999). Moreover, the lack of equivalent right hemi-
spheric activity in the verbal task indicates that only the
verbal code was accessed and retrieved during recognition.
A different pattern emerged in the recognition phase of the
nonverbal task. In this task correctly recognized novel
sounds evoked a significant hemodynamic brain response in
the right DLPFC. This might indicate that mainly nonverbal
codes were used for recognizing the sounds in the nonver-
bal task, even though verbal codes were available for iden-
tifiable novels during encoding.

For memory retrieval the HERA model claims a right
hemispheric dominance. The present results challenge this
hypothesis, as they reveal a clear involvement of the left
PFC during recognition in the verbal task and a stronger
involvement of the posterior part of the right DLPFC during
encoding than during recognition. This posterior dorsal pre-
frontal area, however, should be distinguished from more
anterior right prefrontal areas also included in HERA. The
areas included are centered in the anterior part of the
middle frontal gyrus at the junction of BA 46/9/10. They are
commonly recruited across various episodic retrieval stud-
ies (Buckner et al. 1996b; Haxby et al. 1996; Wagner et al.
1998a; see also Lepage et al. 2000). Typically, this latter
region is activated independent of the task demands and the
material to be retrieved. There is an ongoing debate about
the functional role of this brain region, either reflecting
retrieval effort, retrieval success, or retrieval monitoring
(Rugg et al. 1996; Wilding and Rugg 1996; Buckner et al.
1998b; Henson et al. 1999). In this study we did not find a
similar brain response, even when considering a delayed lag
of the hemodynamic response function (as proposed by
Schacter et al. 19971). Thus, the view that the brain re-

1Based on the findings of Schacter et al. who reported a late
onset of the right anterior PFC activity we analyzed the pres-
ent data with a delay of 6 sec instead of 4 sec. We observed a
strong contribution of the superior cerebral veins to the
BOLD response in this time range. As noted by Schacter such
a hemodynamic factor may also account for the late onset of
his right anterior prefrontal activity.

Figure 3 Encoding phase. Mean activation z-values and S.E.Ms of
the regions depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. (Top) Identifiable novels;
(Bottom) nonidentifiable novels.
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sponse at the junction of BA 49/9/10 was delayed tempo-
rally with respect to that in more posterior prefrontal areas
cannot account for the absence of a right anterior prefrontal
brain response in the present study.

Another possible account for the absence of such an
activity may be derived from the view that the engagement
of right anterior prefrontal depends on the context in
which retrieval is conducted. Wagner et al. (1998a) re-
ported right anterior PFC activation to be influenced by task
instructions with all other test parameters being constant. It
is conceivable that differences in instructions cause differ-
ences in the cognitive state underlying an established re-
trieval strategy. In addition, retrieval strategies may also be
induced when task demands are constant for repetitive ex-
ecutions as it is usually the case in block designs. Thus,
comparison across blocks would reveal differences in re-
trieval strategy and thereby in right anterior PFC activation.
In this study we employed an event related analysis and con-
trasted the BOLD response to stimuli of interest with a base-
line within the same test period, a comparison that might
have reduced possible effects of retrieval strategy. This view
could partially account for the apparent inconsistency be-
tween the present data and the HERA model. HERA was
articulated based on the results of PET studies that examine
retrieval-related brain activation pattern in block designs.
This could have overemphasized the contribution of con-

text dependent retrieval strategies to right prefrontal cortex
activation in HERA. In contrast, this study focused on more
transient, content-specific effects that are reliant on poste-
rior dorsolateral prefrontal areas. Thus, conflicting results
across different studies might be reconciled if a functional
distinction between anterior and posterior prefrontal acti-
vation sites is considered.

Activation in Other Brain Areas
The observation of bilateral activation of the anterior insula
is similar to previous findings reported by Buckner and col-
leagues (1996b, 1998b) using word recognition tasks. In
their neuroimaging studies they observed significant blood
flow changes in regions of the anterior insula near the fron-
tal operculum as a function of retrieval effort induced by the
depth of encoding and they inferred that these regions
might be sensitive to overall task effort. They argued further
that the effort-related modulation may reflect the reduced
time on task achieved because of deep encoding at the time
of study. In this study the variation of the encoding instruc-
tions did not result in significant differences in the recog-
nition performance. This may be taken as an indication that
the effort imposed by both tasks was quite similar and did
not lead to a differential activation of the anterior insula.

An alternative interpretation is provided by the condi-
tioning literature. Several studies have demonstrated that

Table 3. Encoding Phase: Brain Activation for Identifiable and Nonidentifiable Novel Sounds

Identifiable novelsa Nonidentifiable novelsa

verbal task nonverbal task verbal task nonverbal task

(LH) (RH) (LH) (RH) (LH) (RH) (LH) (RH)

Anterior insula 3.48 3.75 3.70 3.51 3.81 4.38 4.63 4.42
(0.36) (0.49) (0.33) (0.49) (0.78) (0.72) (0.69) (0.60)

Thalamus 2.18 2.34 2.13 2.27 2.04 2.18 2.67 2.16
(0.56) (0.44) (0.53) (0.48) (0.50) (0.68) (0.40) (0.54)

Superior temporal plane 3.53 3.40 3.65 3.01 2.39 3.71 3.52 2.60
(0.40) (0.42) (0.46) (0.59) (0.56) (0.63) (0.62) (0.62)

a(LH) Left hemisphere; (RH) right hemisphere.
Mean z-scores and S.E.M.s across all subjects. No specific lateralization of brain activity was observed for any of these regions across
encoding tasks.

Table 4. Coefficients of Kendall’s Correlations of the fMRI Activation in the Left and Right Hemispheres During Encoding and
Memory Performance for Novel Sounds

Verbal encoding task Nonverbal encoding task

identifiable novels nonidentifiable novels identifiable novels nonidentifiable novels
(LH) (RH) (LH) (RH) (LH) (RH) (LH) (RH)

0.59* 0.22 0.14 −0.21 0.36 0.50** −0.54** 0.18

(*) P < 0.05; (**) P < 0.10.
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the insular cortex plays an important role in different aver-
sive conditioning tasks (Kosslyn et al. 1996; Büchel et al.
1998). Büchel et al. (1998) using fMRI reported an in-
creased BOLD response in the anterior insula in response to
stimuli conditioned with an aversive tone of ∼100 dB, even
when they were not paired with the aversive stimulus. Fur-
thermore, these stimuli elicited an autonomic skin conduc-
tance response similar to that observed for auditory novel
stimuli (Knight 1996). In light of these findings one could
argue that the novel sounds, because they were presented
at 95 dB, act as aversive stimuli and evoke autonomic re-
sponses integrated by the anterior insula (for an overview of
insular functions, see Flynn et al. 1999).

Another region that exhibited greater response to
novel stimuli as compared to tones was the bilateral supe-
rior temporal plane. This activation was restricted to the
encoding conditions and therefore might reflect encoding-
related activity. However, the absence of superior temporal
activity in the recognition phase, that is, the second presen-
tation of the sounds, point to a specific involvement of this
brain region in novelty detection. This latter view is sup-
ported by the fact that no memory-related modulations of
the activity of the superior temporal plane were observed in

the present study. Further support for this novelty detection
account is provided by a recent study showing bilateral
activation of the superior temporal gyrus to novel sounds in
an auditory classification task (Opitz et al. 1999). In this
latter study superior temporal gyrus activation was directly
related to processes that accompany the involuntary shift of
attention toward such stimuli (Knight 1996; Näätänen
1992).

Conclusion
The present results together with previous findings suggest
a content-specific rather than process-specific lateralization
of the activity in the posterior dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
in an explicit memory task. The observed brain activations
were modulated by task instructions and stimulus proper-
ties in a complex manner. The availability of verbal codes
for identifiable stimuli during encoding does not necessarily
imply the use of these codes during recognition. Rather, our
results point to the importance of encoding instructions in
determining the use of content-specific, that is, verbal or
nonverbal, strategies in memory tasks and the respective
lateralization of the prefrontal cortex.

Figure 4 Recognition test nonverbal task. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation for identifiable (top, d) and nonidentifiable (bottom, s)
novel sounds. Functional images were superimposed on an individual brain in Talairach space. The images were thresholded at z = 2.33
(P < 0.01, one tailed). For details, see Fig. 1. Peak activations were located in right (45, 9, 30) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex for identifiable
novels.
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METHODS

Subjects
Twenty right-handed volunteers between the ages of 20 and 29
years (9 male) participated in the study. All subjects had given
informed consent prior to participation. Because of coarse move-
ment artifacts in the fMRI session, two subjects (one of each en-
coding task group) had to be excluded from all analyses.

Stimuli
The stimuli used in this study were pure sine tones and unique
environmental sounds. The frequency of the tones was 600 Hz. The
environmental sounds (novels) were divided into two groups: iden-
tifiable novel sounds and nonidentifiable novels. This separation
was based on a pilot study (described in Mecklinger et al. 1997) in
which 15 subjects that did not participate in this study were asked
(1) to write down the first word that came to mind after hearing the
sound, and (2) to indicate how certain they were about their judg-
ment on a four-point rating scale ranging from very uncertain (0) to
very certain (3). Based on this rating two groups of 55 novels each
were selected. All stimuli had a duration of 200 msec (including
10-msec rise and 40-msec fall time). The stimuli were delivered to
the subjects using nonmagnetic air-conducting headphones.

Behavioral Procedure
The experiment consisted of an encoding phase followed by a
recognition phase. In the encoding phase subjects listened to 320

tones and 40 identifiable and 40 nonidentifiable novel stimuli. Each
novel stimulus was randomly selected from the respective set of 55
novel stimuli and occurred only once in the encoding phase. The
interstimulus interval was two sec. To keep the subjects attention
on the task the length of an individual trial (i.e., the interval be-
tween two consecutive novels) varied randomly between 8 and 12
seconds. This spaced presentation of novel stimuli allowed an
event-related analysis of the hemodynamic brain responses (Buck-
ner et al. 1996a; Pollmann et al. 1998).

Half of the participants were instructed to judge whether or
not a novel sound was louder as the preceding pure tones—a non-
verbal task. The other half of the subjects were asked to judge
whether or not a novel sound could be unambiguously verbally
described (e.g., dog barking, telephone bell)—a verbal task. Sub-
jects in both groups were asked to try to remember the novel
sounds for a later memory test.

The recognition test consisted of the 80 previously heard
sounds and 30 new sounds presented randomly intermixed and
separated by the pure tones. As during encoding the interval be-
tween two successive novel stimuli varied randomly between 8 and
12 sec. Participants were instructed to determine whether each
presented novel stimulus had been studied previously or not. All
responses in the encoding and recognition phases were indicated
by key presses with the index or the middle finger of the right
hand.

The efficiency of the behavioral manipulations was pretested
in a pilot study examining sixteen subjects that did not participate

Figure 5 Recognition test verbal task. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation for identifiable (top, d) and nonidentifiable (bottom, s) novel
sounds. Peak activations were located in left (−46, 6, 33 and −48, 8, 24) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex for identifiable novels and noniden-
tifiable novels, respectively. (For details, see Fig. 4.)
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in the present experiment. More than 80% of the subjects showed
a reliable recognition performance following intentional encoding.
This was in agreement with previous results (Cycowicz and Fried-
man 1999) that showed robust memory effects for novel sounds
only following intentional but not following incidental learning. For
this reason we used an intentional encoding instruction along with
the verbal/nonverbal tasks.

MR Procedures
Imaging was performed with a 3T Bruker Medspec 30/100 system.
The standard birdcage head coil was used. Subjects were supine on
the scanner bed, with a stereotactic fixation system used to reduce
head motion. In a separate session high resolution whole-brain
images were acquired to assist localization of activation foci using
a T1 weighted three-dimensional segmented MDEFT (128 slice sag-
ittal, 1.5 mm thickness, 256 × 256 pixel matrix). For each subject,
structural and functional (echo-planar) images were collected
within a 1.5 hr session. Conventional T1 weighted anatomic images
(IR-RARE sequence: TE = 20 msec, TR = 3750 msec, in-plane reso-
lution 0.325 mm2) in plane with the echo-planar images were ac-
quired to align the functional images to the three-dimensional im-
ages. Finally, functional images were recorded in two separate runs
for encoding and recognition using a gradient EPI sequence
(TE = 40 msec, TR = 1000 msec) sensitive to BOLD contrast. An
acquisition volume consisted of eight axial slices, parallel to the
plane intersecting the anterior and posterior commissures (AC–PC
plane), with a 3-mm2 in-plane and a 7-mm through-plane resolution.
The most inferior slice was positioned 15 mm below the AC–PC
plane. Four discarded volumes were acquired at the beginning of
each run while tones were presented to allow stabilization of mag-

netization. Thus, a total of 804 and 1000 volumes were collected
during the encoding and recognition phase, respectively.

Data Analysis
fMRI data were processed using the Brian software package (Krug-
gel and Lohmann 1996). Prior to statistical analyses, motions arti-
facts were corrected using an affine rotation and translation cor-
rection (Kruggel et al. 1998). Second, low-frequency signal fluctua-
tions were removed on a voxel-by-voxel basis (Kruggel et al. 1998).
Finally, a spatial smooth with a Gaussian kernel of two voxels was
applied to emphasize spatially coherent activation pattern. For each
subject the fMRI time series from each voxel were correlated with
a reference waveform. This reference wave form resembled the
time course of the shortest trial (8 sec). This time period was
chosen to ensure equal contribution of trials with different length
to the hemodynamic response function. To account for the physi-
ological delay in the hemodynamic response the reference wave-
form was shifted by 4 sec (Buckner et al. 1998b; Malonek and
Grinvald 1995).

The activation map revealed event-related activity evoked by
novel sounds relative to pure tones. All novel sounds from the
encoding phase and correctly recognized novel sounds from the
recognition phase entered this analysis. Activation maps were reg-
istered with individual high resolution three-dimensional data sets
and transformed into stereotactic Talairach space (Friston et al.
1995; Kruggel 1995). Multi-subject averaging was used to deter-
mine the presence of significantly activated brain regions (Bosch
2000).

To analyze interhemispheric differences of significant BOLD
signal across subjects the center of fMRI activation were identified
within regions reflecting the summed activity collapsed across
tasks and novel types separately for encoding and recognition.
Spherical regions (4-mm radius) were defined around each of these
peak activations, and mean z-scores2 for each region were then
computed separate for each condition (Bosch 2000). Mean z-scores
were subjected to repeated-measure ANOVAs with the between-
subject factor task (2 levels), and two within-subject factors hemi-
sphere (2 levels) and novel type (2 levels).

A second analysis was based on a Kendall’s rank-order corre-
lation of subsequent recognition performance and the encoding
related brain activity to the novel sounds. Again spherical regions
were used to determine encoding related brain activity. The mean
z-scores were correlated with a measure of pure recognition, Pr
(i.e., the difference between the hit rate and the false alarm rate,
Snodgrass and Corwin 1988) across subjects. This procedure was
performed to identify brain regions whose activity reliably pre-
dicted memory performance for novel sounds.
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